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Abstract. This paper describes an approach for bounded-time verifica-
tion of safety properties of supervisory control software interacting with
a continuous-time plant. A combination of software Model Checking and
numerical simulation is used to compute a conservative approximation of
the reachable states. The technique verifies system properties in the pres-
ence of nondeterministic behavior in the software due to, for instance,
interleaving of tasks. A notion of program equivalence is used to char-
acterize the behaviors of the controller, and the bisimulation functions
of Girard and Pappas are employed to characterize the behaviors of the
plant. The approach can conservatively merge traces that reach states
that are in proximity to each other. The technique has been implemented
for the case of affine plant dynamics, which allows efficient operations on
ellipsoidal sets based on convex optimization involving linear matrix in-
equalities (LMIs). We present an illustrative example for a model of the
position controller of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV).

1 Introduction

Model-based design of embedded control systems is becoming standard practice.
Applying formal methods to embedded control design is important for reducing
time to market and for meeting safety and performance requirements, but for-
mal methods are difficult to apply to systems that interact with a continuous
dynamic environment. We present a formal verification technique based on the
combination of software Model Checking and numerical simulation of a contin-
uous dynamic plant. We use level sets of bisimulation functions [1] to represent
sets of plant trajectories and a notion of program equivalence for the controller
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to guarantee safety bounds and provide an efficient and exhaustive search of the
system behaviors. The approach narrows the gap between simulation and Model
Checking of control systems.

A nonconservative approach that combines Model Checking [2,3] and simu-
lation was first proposed in [4]. That approach provides a means of efficiently
searching for counterexamples, but since it is not conservative, it cannot guaran-
tee safety. The approach presented here formalizes and extends that technique by
employing conservative approximations of the set of reachable states. Reachable
set estimation is a central problem in performing verification of safety proper-
ties. Other techniques compute the reachable set of states forward in time and
merge the reachable trajectories that are in proximity to each other in the state
space [5,6]. In the approach proposed here, the safety requirements are used
to construct sets of states that are guaranteed to be safe and these sets are
propagated backwards in time.

The work by Julius et al. provides a means for determining maximum safety
bounds for simulation traces [7], but the technique does not handle nondeter-
minism in the discrete transitions and it does not consider the semantics of the
control software. The work presented here deals efficiently with the prolifera-
tion of reachable paths that occurs due to nondeterministic behaviors in the
controller.

2 System Model

We consider supervisory controllers, by which we mean feedback controllers that
select operating modes for continuous dynamic systems. The supervisor may se-
lect plant operating modes directly or manage lower-level feedback control loops.
Lower-level control loops are modeled as part of the plant. This is appropriate
if the lower-level controller has a significantly higher sampling rate than the su-
pervisor. A sampled-data supervisor observes the state of the plant only at fixed
times, called sample instants. We assume that the sample instants are multiples
of a fixed sampling period, ts > 0. We model systems where the supervisor is
implemented by a set of tasks, and the plant is described by a set of differential
equations. We assume that the code of the supervisor executes instantaneously,
which is a reasonable assumption if the sampling period of the supervisor is
large compared to the actual execution time of the code. Also, we assume that
all tasks share the same clock. This assumption is appropriate for analyzing con-
trol software implemented as a set of concurrent tasks on one processor or on
multiple processors if the clock skew and jitter are small relative to the sampling
period of the tasks.

Consider a set of m supervisor variables taking values from a finite set V, and
a set of n real-valued plant variables. Let v ∈ V m be the value of the supervisor
variables, and x ∈ R

n be the value of the plant variables, called the plant state.

Definition 1 (Supervisor Task). Given a set of m supervisor variables with
domain V m and a set of plant states R

n, a supervisor task is a tuple Ti =
〈Loci, li,initial , li,final , δi〉 where:
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– Loci is a finite set of control locations;
– li,initial , li,final ∈ Loci are two specially designated locations, called the initial

and final control locations of Ti; and
– δi : R

n → 2Loci×V m×Loci×V m

is the transition relation of Ti. We assume
that there are no transitions from the final control location li,final .

At each sample instant, the task starts executing at the initial control location
li,initial and executes until it reaches the final control location li,final . We assume
that every sequence of task transitions is finite and eventually reaches the control
location li,final , i.e., the code has no deadlock or livelock. A Model Checker can
be used to detect deadlocks and livelocks, but these aspects have been omitted
from the presentation for the sake of clarity. An approach that takes into account
these aspects is described in [4]. Notice that the transition relation δi depends
on the current plant state x. Given li, l̂i ∈ Loci, v, v̂ ∈ V m, and x ∈ R

n, there
exists a transition from (li,v) to (l̂i, v̂) when the plant state is equal to x if and
only if (li,v, l̂i, v̂) ∈ δi(x).

Definition 2 (Sampled-Data Control System). A sampled-data control
system is a tuple SDCS = 〈{T1, . . . , Tp}, V, fv, ts, Init〉 where:

– {T1, . . . , Tp} is a finite set of supervisor tasks;
– V is a finite domain for the supervisor variables;
– For each v ∈ V m, fv : R

n → R
n is a Lipschitz continuous function that

describes the flow of the plant and depends on the value of the supervisor
variables;

– ts is the sampling period; and
– Init ⊆ Loc1 × . . . × Locp × V m × R

n is a set of initial states.

Let Loc denote the set Loc1 × . . . × Locp of the control locations for all of the
tasks. A state of an SDCS is a tuple (q,x) where: q = (L,v) is the supervisor
state, L ∈ Loc specifies the control locations of each task, v ∈ V m is the value
of the supervisor variables, and x ∈ R

n is the plant state. Given a value v for
the supervisor variables and a plant state y, let ξy

v : R → R
n denote a solution

to the initial value problem ẋ(t) = fv(x(t)),x(0) = y. Since we assumed that
fv(·) is Lipschitz continuous, there exists a unique ξy

v(·) for every y ∈ R
n.

Definition 3 (Transitions). Given two states s = (q,x) and ŝ = (q̂, x̂) of an
SDCS, there exists a transition from s to ŝ, denoted by s −→ ŝ, if either:

– q = ((l1, . . . , lp),v), q̂ = ((l̂1, . . . , l̂p), v̂), and there exists a task Tj such that
x = x̂, (lj ,v, l̂j , v̂) ∈ δj(x) and, for every task Ti not equal to Tj , li = l̂i.
This is called a supervisor transition.

– q = (Lfinal ,v), q̂ = (Linitial ,v), and x̂ = ξx
v(ts). This is called a plant

transition.

A trace of an SDCS is a finite sequence of states σ = s0 . . . sK , for some K, such
that sk −→ sk+1 for all 0 ≤ k < K. Figure 1 provides an illustration of traces
of an SDCS. In the figure, the plant states have two dimensions, corresponding
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Fig. 1. An illustration of traces of an SDCS. Solid arrows connecting points represent
plant transitions. Dotted lines connecting points represent supervisor transitions.

to the axes labeled x1 and x2. The vertical axis represents the value of the
supervisor variables: each plane corresponds to a different value of the supervisor
variables, namely va,vb, and vc. The initial state is s0 = (Lfinal,va,xinit), and
the first transition is a plant transition, s0 −→ s1, where s1 = (Linitial,va, x̂)
for some x̂. From s1, nondeterminism in the supervisor leads to two separate
states, s2 = (Lfinal,vb, x̂) and s4 = (Lfinal,vc, x̂). From each of these states a
plant transition is taken, s2 −→ s3, where s3 = (Linitial,vb,y) for some y, and
s4 −→ s5, where s5 = (Linitial,vc, z) for some z.

Definition 4 (Duration). The duration of a trace σ is the amount of time
elapsed between its first state and its last state, and it is defined inductively as
follows:

– If σ = s0, duration(σ) = 0.
– If σ = s0 . . . sK and sK−1 −→ sK is a supervisor transition then

duration(σ) = duration(s0, . . . sK−1), since we assume that supervisor tran-
sitions execute instantaneously.

– If σ = s0 . . . sK and sK−1 −→ sK is a plant transition then duration(σ) =
duration(s0, . . . sK−1) + ts.

A state s of an SDCS is reachable within a time bound T if and only if there
exists a trace σ = s0 . . . sK , for some K, such that s0 ∈ Init , sK = s and
duration(σ) ≤ T . Given a time bound T and a set of states Fail ⊂ Loc×V m×R

n,
a state s is safe for time bound T if and only if for every trace σ = s0 . . . sK ,
of arbitrary length K, such that s0 = s and duration(σ) ≤ T, we have that
sK /∈ Fail . For example, state s0 in Figure 1 is safe for time bound 2ts.

Definition 5 (Bounded-Time Safety). Given an SDCS, a set Fail ⊂ Loc ×
V m ×R

n of fail states, and a time bound T, the SDCS is safe for time bound T
if and only if all initial states are safe for time bound T .
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3 Conservative Verification Using Merging

In [4], we presented an approach that combines Model Checking and simulation
to check bounded-time safety of an SDCS with a finite set of initial states. That
work also introduces a notion of approximate equivalence that is used to prune
the state space and, therefore, reduces the size of the state space that needs to
be explored. The approach is not conservative, however; it can be used to search
for counterexamples, but it is unable to prove safety.

Our approach for proving bounded-time safety of an SDCS is able to prune
parts of the state space by merging traces, which corresponds to merging a state
with a previously visited one. In Model Checking, merging can be done only
when a state on one trace is identical to a state on another trace. Our approach
is able to perform a merge when two states are in proximity to each other if the
pruned parts of the state space are guaranteed to be safe. In the following, we
show how to determine safe sets of plant states around the points in a trace.
These sets correspond to a set of traces that are in proximity of the visited trace
and are guaranteed to be safe. When a state that is within a safe set is reached,
the trace can be merged conservatively and the successors of such a state do not
need to be explored further.

In general, given a dynamical system and two initial states that are in prox-
imity to each other, the trajectories starting at those initial states may diverge.
This paper uses bisimulation functions to bound the distance between future
evolutions. Bisimulation functions were introduced by Girard and Pappas as a
way to determine the relation between states of a dynamical system [1]. In this
work, we use bisimulation functions to approximate conservatively the plant
transitions.

Definition 6 (Bisimulation Function). [1] Given an autonomous dynamical
system Σ described by ẋ(t) = fv(x(t)) where x : R → R

n and f : R
n → R

n, a
differentiable function ϕv : R

n × R
n → R is a bisimulation function of Σ if and

only if

– ϕv(y, z) ≥ 0, for all y, z ∈ R
n; and

– ∇yϕv(y, z) · fv(y) + ∇zϕv(y, z) · fv(z) ≤ 0, for all y, z ∈ R
n.

Definition 7 (Sublevel Sets). Given x ∈ R
n, a bisimulation function ϕ of

ẋ(t) = f(x(t)), and a real value r ≥ 0, the sublevel set of the bisimulation
function ϕ centered at x and of size r, denoted by Nϕ(x, r), is defined as

Nϕ(x, r) = {z ∈ R
n |ϕ(x, z) ≤ r}.

In the following, we assume that the bisimulation functions are symmetric, i.e.,
ϕ(y, z) = ϕ(z,y) for every y, z ∈ R

n. If a bisimulation function ϕ(·, ·) is a metric
on R

n, then it is called a contraction metric [8]. We assume that for every value
of the supervisor variables v, a bisimulation function ϕv of the autonomous
dynamical system ẋ(t) = fv(x(t)) is given. We can now state the following
theorem about bisimulation functions and plant transitions, based on a theorem
from Julius et al. [7].
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Theorem 1 (Plant Approximation). Given two states s = ((Lfinal ,v),y)
and ŝ = ((Linitial ,v), ŷ) such that s −→ ŝ is a plant transition, and a bisimu-
lation function ϕv for the differential equation ẋ(t) = fv(x(t)), for every r ≥ 0
and for every z ∈ Nϕv(y, r), if ((Lfinal ,v), z) −→ ((Linitial ,v), ẑ) is a plant
transition, then ẑ ∈ Nϕv(ŷ, r).

Proof. The theorem is a direct consequence of Corollary 1 of [7].

Given a program state q and a time bound T, a set X ⊆ R
n of plant states

is safe for T at q if and only if, for every x ∈ X, s = (q,x) is safe for time
bound T . Given a program state q, the set of fail plant states at q is defined as
Failq = {x ∈ R

n | (q,x) ∈ Fail}.

Theorem 2 (Plant Transition Approximation). Given two states (q,y)
and (q̂, ŷ) such that q = (Lfinal ,v), q̂ = (Linitial ,v), and (q,y) −→ (q̂, ŷ) is a
plant transition, if X̂ ⊆ R

n is safe for T at q̂, then for all r ≥ 0, if Nϕv(ŷ, r) ⊆ X̂
and Nϕv(y, r) ⊆ Failq then Nϕv(y, r) is safe for (T + ts) at q.

Proof. We prove this theorem by contradiction. Assume that Nϕv(y, r) is not
safe for (T + ts) at q. This means that there exists a plant state z ∈ Nϕv(y, r)
and a trace σ = s0s1 . . . sK , for some K, such that s0 = (q, z), sK ∈ Fail , and
duration(σ) ≤ T + ts. Since z ∈ Nϕv(y, r) ⊆ Failq, we have that s0 /∈ Fail
and therefore the trace must contain at least two states (K ≥ 1). Let σ̂ denote
s1 . . . sK . By Definition 4 we have that duration(σ̂) = duration(σ) − ts ≤ T . By
Definition 3, s1 = (q̂, ẑ) for some ẑ ∈ R

n. By Theorem 1 we can deduce that
ẑ ∈ Nϕv(ŷ, r). But, by hypothesis, Nϕv(ŷ, r) ⊆ X̂ and therefore ẑ ∈ X̂ . Since X̂
is safe for T at q̂, there does not exists any trace starting at (q̂, ẑ) that reaches a
state in Fail and whose duration is less than or equal to T . However, σ̂ is such
a trace, which is a contradiction. Therefore Nϕv (y, r) must be safe for (T + ts)
at q. ��

Figure 2-(a) illustrates the notion of safe plant states and plant transition ap-
proximations. On each plane, the areas marked by Fail correspond to the parts of
the plant state space that are unsafe for the corresponding value of the supervisor
variables. Plant transitions correspond to continuous lines within a given plane;
supervisor transitions correspond to dotted lines from one plane to another. The
two sets N3 and N5 are safe for time bound zero as they do not intersect the
Fail plant states in the corresponding planes. By Theorem 2, the sets N2 and
N4 are safe for time bound ts, the sampling period, as they are guaranteed to
avoid the Fail region if the system evolves for one sampling period.

Theorem 2 allows us to determine a set of plant states that are safe for (T +ts)
at a given supervisor state q given a set of plant states that are safe for T at
the supervisor state q̂ obtained by performing a plant transition. Below we show
how to compute a set of plant states that is safe for T at a supervisor state
q for the case of discrete transitions. While continuous transitions are always
deterministic, supervisor transitions may lead from one state to a number of
successor states. In order to deal with this, we define a notion of equivalence
between continuous states with respect to a supervisor state.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) An illustration of sets safe for a time bound T . N3 and N5 are safe for time
bound zero. N1, N2, and N4 are safe for ts; (b) An illustration of merging. N6 is safe
for ts since all of its states make transitions into the set N2, which is safe for ts.

Definition 8 (Program Equivalence). Given a supervisor state q and a pair
of plant states y, z ∈ R

n, we say that y is program equivalent to z at q, denoted
by y ≈q z, if the set of successors of q at plant state y is the same as the set of
successors of q at plant state z, i.e., Q̂q(y) = Q̂q(z) where, given a supervisor
state q and a plant state x, Q̂q(x) = {q̂ | (q,x) −→ (q̂,x)} .

The relation ≈q defined above is an equivalence relation. Therefore, for every
supervisor state q, ≈q defines a set of equivalence classes. Given a supervisor
state q and a plant state y, let [y]≈q

denote the equivalence class of y defined
by ≈q, that is [y]≈q

= {z ∈ R
n |y ≈q z}.

Theorem 3 (Supervisor Transition Approximation). Given a state (q,y)
with q = (L,v) and L �= Lfinal , for each q̂ ∈ Q̂q(y), let X̂q̂ ⊆ R

n be a set of
plant states safe for some time bound Tq̂ at q̂. Let T = minq̂∈Q̂q(y) Tq̂ denote the
minimum of the time bounds for each q̂. The set

X = [y]≈q
∩ Fail q ∩

⋂

q̂∈Q̂q(y)

X̂q̂

is safe for time bound T at q.

Proof. We prove this theorem by contradiction. Assume X is not safe for T at
q. This means that there exists a plant state z ∈ X and a trace σ = s0s1 . . . sK ,
for some K, such that s0 = (q, z), sK ∈ Fail , and duration(σ) ≤ T . Since
z ∈ X ⊆ Fail q, we know that s0 /∈ Fail and therefore the trace must contain at
least two states (K ≥ 1). The first transition of σ must be a discrete transition
because L �= Lfinal by hypothesis. Let s1 = (q̂, z) and σ̂ = s1 . . . sK . Since
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z ∈ X ⊆ [y]≈q
, by hypothesis, we know that there exists a discrete transition

(q,y) −→ (q̂,y). Therefore, by hypothesis, q̂ ∈ Q̂q(y). Since we assumed that
z ∈ X and, by hypothesis, X ⊆ X̂q̂, we have that z ∈ X̂q̂. But, by hypothesis, X̂q̂

is safe for time bound Tq̂ at q̂. This means that there does not exist any trace
starting at (q̂, z) that reaches a state in Fail and whose duration is less than
or equal to Tq̂. But σ̂ is such a trace because duration(σ̂) ≤ Tq̂. This is true
since duration(σ̂) = duration(σ) ≤ Tq̂, by assumption, and T ≤ Tq̂. This is a
contradiction and therefore X must be safe for T at q. ��

Figure 2-(a) shows an application of the theorem above. In this case, the state
s1 = (q,y) has two successors, states s2 and s4. We assume that the sets N2 and
N4 are safe for time bound ts. The set X1 in the figure denotes the equivalence
class [y]≈q

corresponding to s1. Then N1 is safe for ts, because N1 does not
intersect the fail states of q, every state of N1 is program equivalent to y, and
N1 is contained within both N2 and N4.

The conservative merging occurs when a trace reaches a state within a safe
set of plant states. State s7 in Figure 2-(b) is within N2, which we assume to be
safe for time bound ts. The state s6 has a single successor, namely s7. The set
X6 in the figure denotes the equivalence class corresponding to state s6. The set
N6 does not intersect the fail region, N6 is a subset of N2, and N6 is a subset
of the equivalence class X6. Therefore, by Theorem 3, we can deduce that N6

is safe for ts: any trace starting from a plant state within N6 leads to a state
within N2.

3.1 Bounded-Time Safety Verification Algorithm

This section gives an algorithm to check bounded-time safety of an SDCS . This
algorithm is based on the explicit-state Model Checking algorithm [3], but uses
level sets of a bisimulation function and the notion of program equivalence to
determine sets of plant states that are safe. The standard explicit-state Model
Checking algorithm is a depth first search of the set of reachable states for each
of the initial states. By using bisimulation functions and the notion of program
equivalence, the algorithm presented here is able to determine, without looking
at every trace, if a certain state encountered during the analysis is guaranteed
not to lead to a fail state.

The procedures main and explore in Figure 3 implement the depth first
search. For each initial state (q,x), the procedure explore is invoked to perform
a depth first search up to the time bound T (lines 5-10). If the initial state is
safe, a set of states that are safe for T at q is returned: this set is added to the set
of initial states that are guaranteed to be safe (SafeInit on line 8). Otherwise, if
an error was detected, it is returned immediately (line 10). After analyzing each
initial state, the set of safe initial states is returned on line 11. The procedure
explore takes as arguments a state (q,x), a time bound τ, and a trace σ which
leads to (q,x). The time bound τ represents the amount of time remaining from
the given state; that is, τ = T − duration(σ). It performs the actual depth first
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1: global SDCS, Fail , T;
2: global safe sets ← ∅; Sets of safe plant states, initially empty.

3: main: Check bounded-time safety of SDCS
4: SafeInit ← ∅ Set of safe initial states.
5: foreach ((q, x) ∈ Init) Depth-first search for each initial state.
6: result ← explore(q, x, T, [(q, x)]);
7: if(result = (SAFE , X ))
8: SafeInit ← SafeInit ∪ {(q, x) | x ∈ X} Add to safe initial states.
9: else
10: return result; An error was detected.
11: return (SAFE , SafeInit ); Return the set of safe initial states.

12: function explore(q, x, τ , σ) Depth-first search from (q, x) up to time τ .
13: if ((q, x) ∈ Fail) return (UNSAFE , σ); Check for fail states.

14: if (∃ (q̂, X̂ , τ̂) ∈ safe sets: q = q̂ ∧ x ∈ X̂ ∧ τ ≤ τ̂)

15: return (SAFE , X̂ ); Merge traces if within a safe set.
16: if (q.L = Lfinal)
17: result = plant transition(q, x, τ , σ); Plant transition
18: else
19: result = supervisor transitions(q, x, τ , σ); Supervisor transitions
20: if (result = (SAFE , X ))
21: safe sets ← safe sets ∪ {(q, X , τ )}; Plant states safe for τ at q.
22: return result;

23: function plant transition(q, x, τ , σ)
24: if (τ < ts) Stop if time bound is less than sampling time
25: return (SAFE , {x | (q,x) /∈ Fail});
26: x̂ ← sim(x, fq.v); Numerical simulation
27: q̂ ← (Linitial , q.v);
28: result = explore(q̂, x̂, τ - ts, σ · (q̂, x̂));

29: if (result = (SAFE , X̂ ))

30: rmax ← max
{

r | Nϕq.v (x̂, r) ⊆ X̂
}
; Safe set of plant states

31: return (SAFE , Nϕq.v (x, rmax));
32: else
33: return result;

34: function supervisor transitions(q, x, τ , σ)

35: Q̂ ← {q̂ | ∃i: (q, q̂) ∈ δi(x)}; Explore each successor

36: X ← [x]≈q ∩ Fail ;

37: foreach (q̂ ∈ Q̂)
38: result ← explore(q̂, x, τ , σ · (q̂, x));

39: if (result = (SAFE , X̂ ))

40: X = X ∩ X̂ ;
41: else
42: return result;
43: return (SAFE , X );

Fig. 3. The conservative merging verification algorithm
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search starting from the given state up to the time bound. The trace σ is used
to generate a counterexample if a fail state is reached (line 13). The current
state is compared with the sets of safe states that have been determined so far
(lines 14-15). If there exists a set of plant states X̂ that is safe for the current
supervisor state q and a longer time bound τ̂ ≥ τ, the search of this branch can
terminate and the set of plant states X̂ is returned to the caller as safe.

Two ways of computing the successor states are possible. If the current control
state is equal to Lfinal , then a plant transition is performed by calling the function
plant transition (line 17). Otherwise, the transitions of the supervisor are
explored by calling the function supervisor transitions (line 19). In either
case, if the result is that the current state is safe, the set X of plant states that
are computed to be safe for state q and time bound τ is added to the list of safe
sets (line 21).

The result of a plant transition is computed by the function plant transition
in Figure 3. Line 25 is executed if the time bound has been reached, i.e., there is
not enough time left to complete an additional plant transition. The set of plant
states that are safe for time bound τ at q is simply the set of plant states that are
not fail states at supervisor state q, since τ < ts (line 24). Otherwise, the successor
state (q̂, x̂) of the current state (q,x) is computed using numerical simulation (line
26) and by setting the current control location to Linitial (line 27). The search
continues from the new state by calling explore. The recursive call uses a smaller
time bound and adds one state to the trace being constructed (line 28). If the
result at line 28 is that state (q̂, x̂) is safe, the set of states X̂ that are safe for
time bound τ − ts at q̂ is used to determine the maximum size of a sublevel set of
the bisimulation function centered around x that is safe for time bound τ at q by
solving the optimization problem:

rmax = max
{
r ∈ R | Nϕv(x̂, r) ⊆ X̂

}
,

where v is the current value of the supervisor variables and ϕv is the bisimulation
function for ẋ = fv(x) (line 30). The set Nϕv(x, rmax) is returned to the caller
since it is safe for time bound τ at q.

The function supervisor transitions in Figure 3 computes and explores
the successors of a state (q,x) that originate from transitions of the supervisor.
The set of successors Q̂ is generated by using the transition relations δ1, . . . , δp

of the tasks that make up the supervisor (line 35). Each successor q̂ is visited
by calling the function explore over (q̂,x) with the same time bound τ (since
supervisor transitions are instantaneous) and with a trace that adds the new
state (q̂,x) to σ (line 38). If the state (q̂,x) is safe, a set of safe plant states X̂
is returned by the recursive call. The set of safe plant states that is returned to
the caller by this call (line 43), computed by lines 36 and 40, is

X = [x]≈q
∩ Fail q ∩

⋂

q̂∈Q̂

X̂q̂.
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This concludes the description of the algorithm. The following theorems es-
tablish correctness and termination of the procedure. The proofs are omitted for
the sake of brevity.

Theorem 4 (Correctness). Consider an SDCS, a set of fail states Fail , and a
time bound T . If the algorithm of Figure 3 returns (SAFE, SafeInit ) then the SDCS
is safe for time bound T, Init ⊆ SafeInit , and all states in SafeInit are safe for time
bound T . If the algorithm returns (UNSAFE, σ) then SDCS is not safe for time
bound T and σ is a trace of duration less than T that ends at a state in Fail .

Theorem 5 (Termination). Given an SDCS = 〈{T1, . . . , Tp}, V, fv, ts, Init〉
such that Init is finite, the algorithm of Figure 3 always terminates.

3.2 Ellipsoidal Sets for Affine Dynamics

In this subsection, we discuss properties related to our technique for the case of
stable affine plant dynamics and sets of fail states defined by linear inequalities

Bisimulation Functions. For the special case of stable, affine plant dynamics,
fv(x) = Avx + Bv, a bisimulation function is given by

ϕv(y, z) = (z − y)T Pv(z − y),

where Pv satisfies the Lyapunov inequality Av
T Pv +PvAv ≤ 0. The level sets

are given by Nϕv(x, r) = {z ∈ R
n | (z−x)T Pv(z−x) ≤ r}, which are ellipsoidal.

Maximum Ellipsoid Within an Ellipsoid. In the case of affine dynamics,
one operation required in line 30 of the procedure given in Figure 3 is the com-
putation of the maximum sized ellipsoid contained in a second ellipsoid. Given
a set Nϕv(z, rz) and a point y ∈ R

n, we want to find the maximum ry such
that Nϕv(y, ry) ⊆ Nϕv (z, rz). It is shown in [9] that this is equivalent to the
following:

max
λ,c

c

s.t.

⎡

⎣
−rzQv (z − y) c

√
Qv

(z − y)T λ − 1 0
c
√

Qv 0 −λI

⎤

⎦ ≤ 0, λ ≥ 0, c ≥ 0,

where c = √
ry, Qv = Pv

−1, I is the identity matrix, and
√

Qv is the matrix that
satisfies Qv =

√
Qv

√
Qv, which exists since Qv is positive semidefinite. This is

a convex problem with LMI constraints. Numerical tools exists for solving such
problems in polynomial time.

Maximum Ellipsoid Within a Set of Linear Constraints. Another oper-
ation required in line 30 of the procedure given in Figure 3 for the case of affine
dynamics is the computation of an ellipsoid of maximum size that satisfies a
conjunction of linear constraints. We want to maximize r subject to constraints
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of the form
∧imax

i=1 cT
i y ≤ bi for all y ∈ Nϕv(x, r) = {z ∈ R

n | (z−x)T Pv(z−x) ≤
r}, where bi ∈ R, ci ∈ R

n for each i. Let Qv = Pv
−1. The maximum r that

satisfies the linear constraints is then given by [10]

r∗ = min
i∈{1,...,imax}

(bi − cT
i x)2

cT
i Qvci

.

4 Experimental Results

The technique presented in the previous section was implemented using an
existing explicit-state source-code Model Checker. The tool we chose is Java
PathFinder [11]. The main purpose of the tool is to verify Java programs, but it
also handles the subset of C that is common to the two languages. This proto-
type implementation handles systems where the plant dynamics are affine. We
use the LMI tool CVX with the semidefinite program solver SDPT3 [12,13] to
solve the optimization problems that arise during the verification.

Java PathFinder was extended as follows. The state of a system was enhanced
to include the plant state x, represented by a set of floating-point variables.
Our extension stores sets of plant states that are safe with respect to a given
supervisor state and time bound. Safe sets are represented as ellipsoidal sets, and
program equivalence classes and system requirements are represented as sets of
linear constraints. Ellipsoidal sets are represented by their size parameter r and
their center, while the shape and orientation are determined by the bisimulation
function given for each set of plant dynamics. The set of constraints used to
express the set of fail states as well as the program equivalence classes are given
as annotations. Moreover, since the plant dynamics are affine, it is possible to
convert the continuous-time dynamics into discrete-time difference equations
over the fixed sampling period ts.

We applied our technique to an example based on the Stanford Testbed of
Autonomous Rotorcraft for Multi-Agent Control (STARMAC), a quadrotor un-
manned aerial vehicle (UAV) under development at Stanford University [14].
The vehicle is a square frame with four rotors mounted on its corners and a
computer controller and power supply at its center. The controller sends thrust
commands to the four rotors. The supervisor makes its decisions based on mea-
surements of the state of the vehicle. We consider a model of the STARMAC
system with six plant state variables: the horizontal position and velocity (x and
ẋ), the vertical position and velocity (z and ż), and the rotation about the y-axis
and the corresponding rotational velocity (θ and θ̇). The y position and rotation
around the x-axis and z-axis are not included in this model. Motors 1 and 3
provide lift and torque around the y-axis, while motors 2 and 4 only provide
lift. The forces applied by motors 2 and 4 lie on the y-axis. Equivalent force is
applied by motors 2 and 4 at all times.

The equations of motion are nonlinear. We linearized the equations and de-
signed a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) to drive the system to a given set point.
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Model-Checking-Guided Model Checking
Simulation without Merging with Safe Sets and Merging

Visited states 43,134 25,493
Running time 17 sec 107 sec
Memory usage 90.2MB 77.0MB

Fig. 4. Visited states, running time, and memory usage for the time bound T = 90 sec
with and without merging of safe states. The number of state merges was 282.

The LQR controller is modeled as part of the plant. The system we obtained is of
the form ẋ = Ax + Bx∗, where x∗ is the set point we want to reach and

A = −B =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.8
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 −1.1 −0.4 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

−35.4 −22.1 0.0 0.0 −70.2 −2221.7
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

The supervisory controller for this system is implemented by two concurrent
tasks: one task determines the target position based on a given list of waypoints;
the other sends position commands to the plant. Due to the interleaving of the
two tasks, the plant might receive the updated target position with a sampling
period delay, and the system will follow slightly different traces every time a new
waypoint is generated.

We performed the analysis both with and without state merging. The results,
presented in Figure 4 show a significant reduction in number of visited states
and memory usage. The space overhead due to the ellipsoidal sets that need
to be associated with each visited state was limited and it was offset by the
reduction in memory consumption due to the drastic reduction in number of
visited states. Such a reduction was obtained with just a handful of conservative
state merges: even a single merge can lead to a large reduction because every state
reachable from the merged state no longer needs to be visited. The approach as
implemented showed a significant overhead in terms of running time, however,
which could be reduced by further optimizing the operations involving storing
and lookup of ellipsoids.

5 Conclusions

This paper presents a formal verification technique for embedded control systems
based on the combination of software Model Checking and numerical simulation
of a continuous dynamic plant. The technique can provide a guarantee that a
continuous dynamic plant controlled by a supervisor implemented in software
satisfies safety requirements over a given time bound.

The algorithm presented in this work can be applied to system with nonlinear
plant dynamics; however, the process of identifying bisimulation functions for
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nonlinear systems is difficult, in general. The work by Parrilo et al. on iden-
tifying Lyapunov functions for a class of nonlinear systems is related to the
work presented here [15]. Due to the similarity between Lyapunov functions and
bisimulation functions, similar techniques can be used to compute bisimulation
functions for nonlinear systems.
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